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MUTUAL AID: COMMUNITY SPIRIT IS CONTAGIOUS

In Our Hearts NYC, an Anarchist network of activists whose mission is to build a culture of resistance, holds a ‘Food Not Bombs’
mutual aid pantry in BedStuy, New York.
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T

od Robbins, the
founder of Utah Valley
Mutual Aid, received
a call from a woman
speaking Spanish, a language he was
rusty in and hadn’t practiced since
college. But he knew from her voice
that she was desperate. So he called
Cesar, a Spanish-speaking volunteer
within his mutual aid network, who
was able to help the woman and
provide her and her family with the
assistance they needed.
Since the outbreak of the novel
coronavirus in the United States,
mutual aid groups like the one
Robbins is part of have sprung
up across the country. Mutual aid
organizations are community-driven
efforts to help people, in this case,
people most vulnerable during the
COVID-19 pandemic: the elderly,
the immunocompromised, those with
preexisting medical conditions and
those who are facing catastrophic
economic hardship.
Many state and federal relief
programs were set up in the wake of
the outbreak to account for the loss
of income to families and individuals
across the country. However, the
impact on undocumented people
and minority communities has
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been extremely disproportionate.
Undocumented immigrant workers
were not entitled to the $1,200
stimulus checks provided by the federal
government, meaning that even those
who are not sick or vulnerable to the
virus are at risk of going hungry or
becoming unhoused. With the steep
price of grocery delivery apps, food
banks and mutual aid projects have
become a lifeline for many.
Before this pandemic, mutual
aid was a lesser-known concept. It
was developed by Peter Kropotkin,
a Russian geographer and writer,
in his 1902 book Mutual Aid: A
Factor of Evolution, which stated that
“sociability is the greatest advantage
in the struggle for life.”
Dean Spade, professor of the
Seattle University School of Law
and founder of the Sylvia Rivera
Law Project, said in an interview
with Democracy Now! that mutual
aid, as opposed to charity, asserts
that the reason people are in need
of something is not because the
individual has done something
wrong, but because there is
something wrong with the system.
Mutual aid is not about “saviorism”
or determining who has the right to
receive aid, but about communities
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coming together and forming
grassroots organizations to solve
problems immediately in a bottom-up
direction, instead of a top-down one.
The sudden rise in mutual aid
efforts across the country may be
due in part to a distrust in the
government, which some say is
not doing enough to help people
impacted by coronavirus. “[Mutual
aid is] when people band together to
meet immediate survival needs,” said
Spade, “usually because of a shared
understanding that the systems in
place aren’t coming to meet them.”
Thus, communities are taking matters
into their own hands by trying to
help vulnerable people and keep
them safe.
Invisible Hands is a mutual aid
organization based in New York
City, the epicenter of the coronavirus
pandemic in the United States. They
deliver groceries, prescriptions and other
necessities to people in New York and
parts of Jersey City who are particularly
vulnerable to COVID-19. According to
their website, it was founded by Simone
Policano, Liam Elkind and Healy Chait
to help support and protect the New
Yorkers whom this crisis is threatening
the most.
In the West, Robbins’ Utah Valley
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Mutual Aid provides groceries and
medicine, as well as connecting people
with resource-sharing networks. “No
one in my community asked for this
hardship or deserves to be threatened,”
Robbins said in an interview with
IndyKids. His motivation is his belief
in the goodness of people and that
every life matters.
These community efforts show
that not all aspects of this time are
doom and gloom. Longtime mutual
aid organizer Mariame Kaba said in
an interview with Democracy Now!,
“One of the most important parts
about mutual aid has to do with
changing the social relationships that
we have amongst each other, in order
to be able to fight beyond this current
moment, beyond the current crisis,
beyond the current form of a disaster
that we’re trying to overcome.” As
these efforts are predominantly
hyperlocal, people are building new
connections with those in their
immediate communities, which is
creating a foundation for future
political action. In a time when all
we hear and see is ever-rising graphs
and real-time case counters, this is
proof that when the world is at its
worst, humanity can be at its best.
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What Is Medicare for All
Chloé Stein, Unsplash

NewsBrief

copays would no longer exist at all. In an interview
with IndyKids, Sean Petty, an ER pediatric nurse at
Jacobi hospital in the Bronx, said that Medicare for
All “is the only immediate solution to the broken
system we have right now.” Under a Medicare for
All system, funding to hospitals would be equalized.
However, as the healthcare industry is of great
profit to a small percentage, the fight for equality
in healthcare will not be an easy one. “We need to
focus on building a nurse-powered, union-powered,
and people-powered movement to make this
happen,” Petty said.

T

he Dakota Access Pipeline has been
operational since May 2017, but now a
federal court has ordered the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers to do a full environmental review.
In response to a petition to nullify federal
permits, submitted at the request of the Standing
Rock Sioux Tribe, the court ruled that “too many
questions remain unanswered.” The tribe argued
that the Army Corps of Engineers violated the
National Environmental Policy Act in 2016 when
it issued permits without conducting an adequate
environmental review. U.S. District Judge James
Boasberg has now ordered a full environmental
impact analysis be conducted to ensure the pipeline
is not damaging the surrounding environment.
The purpose of the pipeline is to quickly
transport crude oil 1,200 miles from the Bakken
oil fields in North Dakota to an oil terminal in
Illinois. A portion of the pipeline crosses under the
Missouri River.
The Sioux Tribe members are concerned that
leaks from the pipeline would contaminate their

Earth Day Goes Digital

water source and damage their sacred lands. In
an interview with Al Jazeera, Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe Chair Mike Faith said, “After years of
commitment to defending our water and earth, we
welcome this news of a significant legal win.”
Despite widespread opposition and protesting
against the completion of the pipeline, construction
was fast-tracked by President Trump in 2017. The
fears of a leak proved valid, as in the first six
months of operation alone, The Intercept reported
that the pipe had already leaked five times. This
most recent ruling has now offered the tribe a
shred of hope.
However, with this win comes another hit
back, this time at environmental protesting.
Connor Gibson, a researcher at Greenpeace USA,
told HuffPost, “While we are all paying attention
to COVID-19 and the congressional stimulus
packages, state legislatures are quietly passing
fossil-fuel-backed anti-protest laws.”
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April 22 marked the 50th anniversary of
Earth Day, but with the COVID-19 pandemic,
organizers had to get creative with their activism.
A 72-hour online live stream was co-hosted
by actor Ed Begley Jr. and his daughter,
Hayden Carson Begley, and featured Van
Jones, Ziggy Marley, Bill Nye and many more
high-profile speakers and performers.
The theme of this year’s event was “climate
action.” Nine youth-led environmental groups,
including International Indigenous Youth Council,
Sunrise Movement, XR Youth, Earth Uprising and
Earth Guardians, coordinated the event.
They demanded a people’s bailout for lowincome communities worst hit by COVID-19, that
Congress should supply free healthcare for all,
paid sick leave and economic relief, adopt a Green
New Deal to convert to only renewable energy by
2030, and that all stolen Indigenous and sacred
land be given back.

Nullify: To cause something to lose its value or to
have no effect.

Medicare for All Solidarity, original Illustration by Emogene Cataldo
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child. Guay, in an interview with
Time, described how he was a
victim of conversion therapy, a
practice that attempts to change
one’s sexuality from lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender or queer
into a straight, heteronormative
person. At the start of the decade,
there were no states across the
country that outlawed conversion
therapy. As of 2020, there are now
around 20 states that have such
laws in place.
There are many laws against
LGBTQ+ discrimination, whether
in the workplace, at restaurants or
sexual conversion therapy. As these
protective laws were put in place by
the federal government, some state
governments have given extreme
pushback, going so far as to create
new laws that would contradict the protections
granted to LGBTQ+ members.
In 2016, the Obama administration required
all schools to protect their transgender students
by counteracting bullying, calling them by their
preferred names and pronouns, and allowing access
to the bathroom that correlates to the gender with
which they identify. Despite pushback from state
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Heteronormative: The belief or assumption that
all people are heterosexual and only attracted to
members of the opposite sex.
Discrimination: The unfair treatment of one
particular person or group of people.
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Protesters stand with Standing Rock, Seattle, September 16, 2016
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Supreme Court Ruling Makes Discrimination
Within Contracts Easier AMZAD ALI • age 16 and INDYKIDS STAFF
n March, the Supreme Court ruled in
I
favor of cable giant Comcast in Comcast v.
National Association of African American-Owned Media

(NAAAOM), weakening a key provision of the Civil
Rights Act of 1866 prohibiting racial discrimination
in contracts.
Byron Allen, the African American CEO of
Entertainment Studios, and NAAAOM had filed
a lawsuit against Comcast for not carrying the
Black network’s channels. Allen alleged Comcast
systematically disfavored “100% African Americanowned media companies.”
Although the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals
had ruled that one “can plausibly infer that
Entertainment Studios experienced disparate
treatment due to race and was thus denied the same
right to contract as a white-owned company,” the
Supreme Court said Allen needed to prove race was
the “but-for” cause — in other words, that Comcast
would have acted differently if Entertainment
Studios was a White-owned company. Thus,
Allen failed to prove racial discrimination by the
Supreme Court’s standards.
So what does this mean for future racial
discrimination lawsuits? Kristen Clarke, president

Pro-DACA protest, New York City, September 9, 2017

and executive director of the Lawyers’ Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law, says, “This ruling weakens
our nation’s oldest civil rights statute and may shut
the courthouse door on some discrimination victims
who, at the complaint stage, may simply be without
the full range of evidence needed to meet the Court’s
heightened standard.” Essentially, the Supreme
Court is making it more difficult for those affected
by discrimination by raising the standards of what is
expected to fight in court.
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states that have done close to
nothing to protect their LGBTQ+
members, there has been a shift
in opinions about state laws.
Utah, for example, one of the
country’s most conservative and
religious states, outlawed health
professionals from forcing minors
into conversion therapy. Progress
is being made as more Southern
states known for their conservative
and anti-LGBTQ+ policies bring
new and protective bills to the table.
Oklahoma and Kentucky, according
to the New York Times, have both
in the last year seen an uptick of
Republicans rally for and push bills
intended to protect children from
conversion therapy.
Although these protective laws
have mainly been successful, there
is still an increase in new legislation that targets
transgender youth across states.

DACA Status Update
Rhododendrites

Robert Hickerson, Unsplash
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Dakota Access Pipeline Given a
Glimmer of Hope

The Evolution of LGBTQ+ Rights
ould I truly go to heaven, despite
governments, a federal law passed in 2015, legalizing
“W
being gay?” was a question that James
same-sex marriage across the United States.
Guay asked himself as a young
While there are still some

Trump Administration Quietly
Deports Hundreds of Child Migrants
Amid Pandemic Chaos

While the world has been preoccupied with a
global pandemic, Trump has reportedly sped
up the deportation of over 900 undocumented
minors seeking asylum in the United States,
according the the New York Times, many of
whom were deported without the knowledge
of their parents.
Usual practice allows for the children to be
cared for by the United States before being
given a social worker and fair trial in order
for them to seek asylum in the country. If a
child were to be deported, it would be under
controlled circumstances with the assistance
of their state-assigned attorney and a
guardian.
Citing the pandemic, the administration is
sidestepping this protocol, used for decades
to safeguard children from deportation to
potentially dangerous situations in their birth
countries. ProPublica reported that in March,
1,850 unaccompanied minors were allowed
entry to the United States via the Mexico
border and placed with the Office of Refugee
Resettlement. In April, there were just 58.
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Nine Doctors Without Borders medical
professionals have been deployed to assist the
Navajo Nation in battling the coronavirus as
the virus takes hold within the Native American
communities.
Doctors Without Borders is an international
humanitarian medical NGO best known for its
efforts in aiding those living within conflict zones
in the midst of medical crises. The organization
has never had a medical presence in the United
States, until now.
The Navajo Nation, a Native American territory
spanning over 17 million acres, has seen a drastic
uptick in coronavirus cases over the month of
May. They reported more coronavirus cases
per capita than any other state. The medical
professionals are set to stay until the end of June.
This comes as the U.S. Treasury Department
comes under fire for delays to coronavirus relief
funding payments to Native American tribes. As
the distribution of the money is under dispute,
40% of the $8 billion payments, which were due
to be paid by April 26, are being withheld.
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edicare for All is commonly thought of as
M
being just one proposal, when in fact there
are several proposals. Medicare for All is a way for
all people to have the same benefits, regardless of
their income or private healthcare coverage.
Currently in the United States, people receive
healthcare coverage either through private companies,
employers or programs such as Medicaid and
Medicare. However, about 27.5 million people in the
United States do not have access to healthcare, 45% of
whom cite the high cost of insurance as their reason
for not having it, according to the medical website
Healthline. Unemployment also affects whether
people have health insurance, as so many health
insurers are tied to employment. This is an especially
problematic issue due to the current global pandemic,
which made over 36.5 million Americans unemployed
in just an eight-week period over April and May.
Under Medicare for All, everyone in the United
States would receive health insurance through a singlepayer system — where healthcare costs are paid by a
single public system, generally with tax money. Plans
put forward by Sen. Bernie Sanders and Rep. Pramila
Jayapal allow for comprehensive benefits, a substitute
for private health insurance, lifetime enrollment, and
no premiums, according to Healthline.
Many major private insurers are currently
waiving copays for customers who need access to
coronavirus testing or treatment. Advocates for
the system highlight that under Medicare for All,
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In World First, Doctors Without
Borders Deploys Team Within the
U.S. to Navajo Nation
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Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
recipients across the United States are anxiously
awaiting a decision by the Supreme Court that
will ultimately decide their futures.
The close to 70,000 recipients for DACA may
lose the legal protections and benefits permitted
to them. DACA came into effect in 2012 during
the Obama administration, which allowed
undocumented young people in the country
the ability to work and temporary relief from
deportation. The Dreamers’ fate rides on the
Supreme Court decision, which could take place
anytime between now and June.
In 2017, the Trump administration discontinued
DACA, and since then no new applicants have
been accepted. Terminating DACA during the
coronavirus pandemic would pose several
problems as 29,000 physicians, nurses, health
aides and technicians working in the United
States are DACA recipients. Terminating the
program would lead to them being forced from
the United States within two years. The court has
considered that there will be consequences of
terminating DACA for service providers.
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Coronavirus Explained HATE SPREADS LIKE A VIRUS

GIAVANA MALDONADO • age 13

C

OVID-19 is a disease caused by the novel
coronavirus which causes respiratory
illness in its hosts. There are many types
of coronaviruses, some of which cause
diseases in humans. The first reported
case of this coronavirus was in
Wuhan, China, in December 2019;
health officials are still tracing the
exact source. The World Health
Organization declared COVID-19
a pandemic because it was detected
in people all over the world.
A virus is an infectious agent
that takes over the enzymes and
materials in a host cell and makes
copies of itself. Viruses can only
survive in a living cell. You need a
vaccine, not antibiotics, to fight viruses.
There is no vaccine for COVID-19 yet,
but there are ways we can all stop it
from spreading.
The novel coronavirus can spread
from person to person through
respiratory droplets. This can happen when
someone sneezes or coughs or is within six feet of
another person. You can also get the virus from
touching a surface or object that has the virus on it
and then touching your mouth, nose or eyes.
COVID-19 is not the first pandemic that

humans have experienced. In 1347, the Black
Death killed half the population of Europe.
Venetians stayed indoors for 40 days when
they figured out that it spread when
people were close together. They called
it quarantino, which is where the
word “quarantine” comes from.
The Spanish flu, an influenza
pandemic which first appeared
in 1918, is the most similar to
COVID-19 because it spread
quickly from people moving from
place to place.
We can learn from how these
pandemics were handled in the
past to help us slow the spread of
the coronavirus now. For example,
the Black Death taught us that
quarantining is one solution. We can
practice social distancing, like avoiding
crowds and staying home if you can,
because we know from past pandemics
that it stops the spread of viruses.
Respiratory (illness): A type of disease that
affects the lungs.
Enzyme: Enzymes are biological molecules that
speed up the rate of chemical reactions that take
place within cells. They are vital for life and serve a
wide range of important functions in the body.

School's Out: How Coronavirus Is Changing Education
ORIK EHREN • age 13
Julia M Cameron, PEXELS

ROSELL ESTRELLA • age 10 and INDYKIDS STAFF

C

Kids across the world have been working from home.

ll over the world the schools of hundreds
A
of millions of students are closed due to
the coronavirus pandemic. Their educations have

been moved online or, in many cases, suspended
entirely. Keeping students away from school does
positively contribute to social distancing, which
decreases the spread of COVID-19, but might have
a long-lasting negative impact on their education.
Remote learning relies on students having solid
internet connections and compatible devices. These
are privileges that, according to the New York Times,
hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers do not have.
For families that rely on school as a place to keep
and feed their kids, the closures make day-to-day
life more difficult. These combined disadvantages
may leave many students unable to keep up with
school — and may, on the other hand, push forward
students with better access to materials.
This further widens the gap between the
advantaged and disadvantaged in terms of success.
However, these are only the short-term effects of
completely remote learning. After the pandemic

4

ends, every student will be missing virtually half
a school year. Solutions to this vary from forcing
students to repeat a grade to shortening breaks for
subsequent years.
Despite this, the pandemic could bring positive
changes to the world of education, as well. With
traditional in-person schooling being impossible at
this time, many are taking it upon themselves to
innovate the ways in which learning can happen.
Ultimately, the World Economic Forum reports,
“Traditional in-person classroom learning will be
complemented with new learning modalities —
from live broadcasts to ‘educational influencers’ to
virtual reality experiences.”
However, the New York Times reported that
long before the pandemic took hold, an estimated
12 million kids already had issues completing
homework as they did not have internet access at
home. Without a drastic change to the availability of
internet and compatible devices for kids everywhere,
these success gaps will continue to widen.

OVID-19 was first detected in Wuhan,
China, late in 2019. The subsequent
worldwide spread of the novel coronavirus
has with it spread xenophobia and racism toward
many people of Asian descent.
President Donald Trump and Republican allies fueled
the spread of xenophobic rhetoric toward Asian Americans
by referring to COVID-19 as the “Chinese virus.” The
Trump administration has been accused of using China as a
scapegoat for its own mishandling of the epidemic.
Many Asian communities across the United States
are facing violent physical and verbal attacks as a result
of this xenophobic attitude toward the virus. The New
York Times reported several acts of xenophobic behavior
in New York City, including an Asian woman who was
attacked in a subway station and a Chinese American
man in Queens who was followed to a bus stop, shouted
at and hit in the head in front of his son.
Russell Jeung, a professor of Asian American studies
at San Francisco State University, has helped create a
website, accessible in six Asian languages, where people
can report firsthand accounts of xenophobic attacks. In
the first week alone, the site recorded more than 150
cases, according to the New York Times.
Steven Taylor, author of The Psychology of Pandemics,
said in an interview with The Hill that in order to
combat the spread of xenophobia, government leaders
must work to discourage racist behavior by maintaining
public trust. The Centers for Disease and Control and
Prevention released a fact sheet to inform the public
and to help “stop the spread of rumors.”
“Our leaders need to be transparent,” Taylor said.
“They need to offer advice about things like racism
and need to lead by example — to send out a consistent
message that racism is not an acceptable or sane way of
dealing with this problem.”
Xenophobia: The fear and hatred of strangers or
foreigners or of anything that is strange or foreign.
Rhetoric: The skillful use of words to persuade or
influence others.
Transparent: Having thoughts, feelings, or motives that
are easily perceived.
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“Our leaders need
to be transparent.
They need to offer
advice about things
like racism and need
to lead by example
— to send out a
consistent message
that racism is not an
acceptable or sane
way of dealing with
this problem.”
Steven Taylor,
author of The Psychology of Pandemics
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How Do You Stay Home Without a House
RAYA ELHAJJAR • age 12 and INDYKIDS STAFF

OVID-19 has been ravaging New York City
C
since March 2020. Although the streets
are largely empty, if you look closer, you might

see a person huddling in a corner, holding up a
cardboard sign that reads “Anything Helps.”
More than an estimated 70,000 people are
currently unhoused in New York City, according
to the Bowery Mission website. On March 20,
Governor Andrew Cuomo ordered New Yorkers to
stay home, but those without houses are unable to
follow this order.
Shelters in the city offer little protection, with
self-isolation in these crowded facilities being near
impossible. Victoria Wolf, an unhoused New Yorker,
told The Intercept that she lives in a Brooklyn shelter
with seven other women in her room, while others
have 11 to 13 people in them. In the whole shelter
there are only two hand sanitizer dispensers, and
there are not enough masks for everyone.
The National Coalition for the Homeless
(NCH) has sent countless letters to Congress
asking for more financial relief for unhoused and
at-risk communities. Partially due to these letters,
Congress released a third stimulus package, called
the CARES Act, to address the economic fallout
caused by COVID-19. The NCH says that this is a
step in the right direction, although they are still
urging Congress to send more financial relief.
The city planned to secure 500 hotel rooms for
unhoused people showing signs of the virus to selfquarantine. But with around 100,000 vacant hotel
rooms in New York City alone, there is enough space
to help get everyone off the street. Instead, large
quantities of unhoused people retreated to the subway,
resulting in a citywide MTA shutdown between
the hours of 1 a.m. and 5 a.m. to disinfect the now
“disgusting” trains, according to Governor Cuomo.

During the nine years that Andrew Cuomo has
served as governor in New York state, homelesslness
has skyrocketed, with the number of unhoused
single adults on the streets today up 139% from
10 years ago, as reported by the Coalition for the
Homeless. They reported that over the city’s fiscal
year of 2019, a total of 132,660 different unhoused
people slept in New York City shelters, 44,300 of
whom were children.
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Immigrants in the U.S. Demand Release and
More Protection During Coronavirus Outbreak
JESUS HERNANDEZ • age 11

P

resident Donald Trump has scaled
up his anti-immigration campaign by
overseeing changes in immigration
policy that first went into
effect on March 18 citing the
coronavirus pandemic.
The new policies restrict
undocumented immigrants,
non-residents who cross U.S
borders, and the number of
refugees coming to the United
States. People being held in
immigrant detention centers
and asylum seekers will also
be affected by having limited
medical treatment.
All immigrants and asylum
seekers without documentation
are not allowed to enter the
country, after a policy on March
20 banned all non-essential
travel between the United
States and Mexico. Trump
has exaggerated the need to
ban cross-border movement by
saying immigrants will further
spread the virus if they come
to the United States, but he
wants the policy to stay in place
beyond the pandemic.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) says
it will only focus on people who have committed crimes
or pose a risk for now. But activists say that ICE should
back down even more.

Detainees across the nation have been
protesting the lack of access to soap and other
supplies that could potentially stop the spread of
COVID-19 in detention centers.
Immigration activists have
been protesting for detention
centers to liberate people who
have a high risk of catching
COVID-19.
“ICE behavior in the
midst of a global pandemic
reflects the kind of agency
they are: an agency with no
regard for human life and that
reigns with total impunity,”
said Maru Mora-Villalpando,
an immigrant rights activist
with La Resistancia. “We
believe there are no detention
conditions that could ever take
into consideration people’s
humanity.”
The Trump administration
is “taking advantage of this
moment to move further to the
right with a fascist agenda,”
Villalpando tells IndyKids. “We
must also use this moment
to do the opposite: fight for
everyone’s release from all cages
with the long-term goal of ending the immigration
enforcement system as we know it.”
Impunity: Will not face punishment for a deed.
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The Never Again Action group in New Jersey,
according to a Vice article, supported freeing ICE
detainees by projecting a picture of Anne Frank
on the side of government buildings, reminding
anyone who sees them that “Anne Frank died of
an infectious disease in a detention center.” This
protest was perfect for the times — visual, effective,
digital and socially distant.

GIAVANA MALDONADO • age 13

S

GIBRAN WILLIAMS• age 8

her in the world of journalism and
social justice activism. Although
she loves writing, Dayanara’s goal
is to be successful in a career
associated with engineering.
Dayanara is just like many
ambitious teens. During her
free time, she loves to draw,
paint and read books. The
book she is currently reading
is Blood Water Paint by Joy
McCullough. Dayanara is fluent
in Spanish and English, but is
eager to learn another language,
such as Mandarin. She feels learning
another language is very important for
communication and to learn about new cultures
and understanding how a person feels.

Parker Todd, aka The Sickler
CHARLES DeLANGE • age 12

Never Again Action projects image of Anne Frank in downtown Boston.

JUAN CORTES • age 10 and INDYKIDS STAFF

Phys.org

ome drag queens around the United States
are taking to a different kind of stage: one at
the front of a public library.
The Drag Queen Story Hour, which started
in 2015 in San Francisco, holds events which see
drag queens reading stories to children in libraries,
bookstores and schools. The storytellers dress in
exotic and beautiful outfits and wear flamboyant
makeup while reading stories often focused on
gender identity issues and same-sex relationships to
curious young listeners. Their aim is to encourage
children to be open about how they might want to
dress and express themselves, while teaching them
valuable lessons on acceptance and appreciation of
human diversity.
Judy Zuckerman, director of Youth and Family
Services at the Brooklyn Public Library, says that the
Drag Queen Story Hour celebrates fluidity, fun and
diversity in the way that children may dress and act.
However, some do not see the story hour as
educational or appropriate for the youngsters.
Events, especially in smaller towns, are often
interrupted by protesters. Ben Baker, a Republican
state representative in Missouri, filed the Parental
Oversight of Public Libraries bill in response to
the story hour. This bill would require libraries to
create parental review boards in order to censor
material deemed inappropriate for children,
according to the Jefferson City News Tribune.
Drag queen Autumn Equinox read a story to
children attending a rally against the Missouri bill
and said, “Kids need to be given the opportunity to
see what it’s like outside of the binaries of gender and
outside of the concepts that have been forced on us.”
The Drag Queen Story Hour also attempts to
help children that have been or are being bullied,
since they also discuss issues like anti-bullying and
self-love. “There is no hidden agenda or meaning
behind it,” said Melissa Bean, the founder of the
Middle Tennessee chapter of Drag Queen Story
Hour, to the New York Times. “We are not trying to
breed drag kids.”

Meet Dayanara Hernandez, a 15-yearold high school freshman. In 2019,
she became an IndyKids reporter and
wrote her first cover story in early 2020.
Dayanara was introduced to IndyKids
by her elementary media teacher. Her
passion has always been for sports and
art, but she now feels more engaged with
writing since becoming a reporter.

ndyKids has been a valuable resource to
I
improve Dayanara’s writing skills and
education, providing core tools to prepare
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Drag Queen Story Hour Strives to
Teach Kids Acceptance and Diversity

Endangered Sea Turtles
Enjoy Quarantine
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ctivists have found new ways, or gone back
to older ways, to fight for their causes
during the coronavirus pandemic. Many protesters
and people want to keep their communities
interactive, even if people are spaced at least six
feet apart. This looks like people in cars using their
horns and voices to get attention for their cause,
coming together online, or vocalizing from their
windows and balconies: distant from each other but
still in public.
Many protests are taking place online, creating
petitions for unemployed workers, offering support
for essential workers, or supporting reproductive
rights. Lots of websites are being created to
organize people and give out information. The New
York chapter of Survived and Punished, created a
fundraiser to get hygiene products to people in jail.
In Spain, citizens held a “cacerolazo” protest,
where people protested by beating cooking pots.
“The applause is for those who take care of us. The
pans are for the corruption money to go to our
health system,” Más País, a leftist movement in
Madrid, said in a tweet. Some, in fear of damaging
their pots and pans, downloaded the sound of it on
their phones, said CityLab, “[creating] a noisy protest
where everybody bashes a saucepan in unison.”

never_again_action Instagram

NASA Goddard

On February 9, Antarctica saw its highest
temperature on record at just over 69 degrees
Fahrenheit, according to researchers at
Comandante Ferraz Antarctic Station. This
temperature broke a record heat of 63.5 degrees
recorded just three days earlier.
These rising temperatures cause Arctic
glaciers to melt more rapidly, contributing to
rising sea levels. Since 2012, ice losses due to
rising temperatures in Antarctica have tripled,
which have increased global sea levels by three
millimeters, according to a climate assessment
funded by NASA and ESA (European Space
Agency).
If the glaciers and frozen water stored in
Antarctica were to melt entirely, global sea levels
would rise by nearly 200 feet.

On March 22, 97 vulnerable hawksbill turtles felt
the benefit of human social distancing and ended
up in the ocean instead of dying. The turtles
hatched on a beach in Paulista, a town in the
northeastern state of Pernambuco, Brazil.
Paulo Câmara, governor of Pernambuco,
ordered that the beach be closed to everyone to
try and curb the spread of COVID-19.
Hawksbill sea turtles are a critically endangered
species. Before the quarantine, many people went
to the beach and would disturb the turtles, so
they often would not make it to the sea after they
hatched. But now with the beach closed, a record
number made it.
According to Brazil’s Tamar conservation project,
which protects sea turtles, hawksbills lay their
eggs along the northeastern coast, and hatchlings
emerge in April or May.

Dayanara Hernandez

CHARLES DeLANGE • age 12

ANNELIESE SMUDDE• age 10 and INDYKIDS STAFF

DragQueenStoryHour on Instagram

Parker Todd was diagnosed with
sickle cell disease (SCD) at 3 years old.
At 11, he wrote The Adventures of the
Sickler, a comic intended to help other
young kids struggling with illness. Now
14 years old, Parker continues to help
fight fear and motivate youngsters and
adults alike.

What inspired you to write a book?
I was in the hospital one day, and
I walked around and saw other kids
like me who were alone without their
parents because their parents have to go
to work and can’t stay with them all of
the time. So I wrote my book to inspire
and motivate them.

What is sickle cell disease?
SCD is a blood disorder that makes
your [red blood] cells deformed.

What do you hope people learn from
your book?
I hope people learn that kids with
SCD shouldn’t be treated differently.

What kinds of symptoms do you have,
and how does it affect your life?
It depends on the scenario. If it’s a
pain in my back, it feels like someone
is punching me. SCD affects what I eat,
the medicines I take and my athletic
ability. If I have a sickle cell crisis, I have
to go to hospital. So it affects how I do
in school because I sometimes have to
miss classes.
How does it affect the way you are
treated by others?
I surround myself with people and
friends who don’t treat me differently,
and I’m grateful for them.
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Socially Distant Social Movements

Antarctica’s Hottest Day
on Record

Baby hawksbill turtle heading for the ocean.
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Nothing’s better than to have great role models,
and for Dayanara, that is her parents. They
are hardworking people and a close-knit
family, especially during hard times.
They strive for the best and make
sure everyone is taken care of.
One IndyKids story that truly
inspired her was the 1619
Project piece published in
December 2019. “When my
mentor and I talked about the
importance of the 1619 Project,
I learned so many things that
my school hasn’t ever taught
me. It was really important
to me to know what our true
history was and the importance of
speaking up about how our country
was formed.”

Someday You Could Be a Pediatric
Emergency Room Nurse and Social
Justice Warrior Like Sean Petty
DAYANARA HERNANDEZ • age 15 and INDYKIDS STAFF

What are you doing to help other kids
with SCD?
I go to hospital and read my book to
them to help inspire and motivate them
to get better and go home.
What is your biggest accomplishment
to date?
Getting a bill on the floor for the New
York state Senate and the New York state
Assembly to give more funding to find a
cure for SCD.

To find out more about The Sickler,
or to buy a copy, go to
www.thesickler.com
Why did you choose a career in
healthcare?
As a kid, I was always the person in
my friend circle that was trying to make
sure everyone was OK. [Being a nurse]
was the full package: a meaningful job
that would utilize my intellect and my
compassion. I was already active in social
justice issues and could envision myself
being able to combine my profession
with fighting for a better world.
What motivates you to keep going to
work every day?
My coworkers, patients and the
mission of the public hospital system. We
work hard to get kids the comfort and
support they need when they are injured
or sick. Our job is to take care of everyone
— regardless of how much money they
have or their immigration status.

Angel Elektra reads to kids at Queens Public Library, NYC.

Diversity: Diversity means differences; people may
be different in many ways, including race, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, disabilities, culture, appearance,
or religion.
Censor: When an official takes out things from art and
books, etc., considered offensive or immoral.
(Gender) Binary: A way of seeing gender as two
distinct and opposite groups—girl and boy. This idea
doesn’t include all the ways we can have a gender
identity and express our gender.

Parker Todd signs copies of his comic book.

What do you think of the “clap for our
carers” applause and use of the term
“healthcare hero” in communities
around the world?
During normal times, the great
things we do often go unnoticed. So it’s
really great to feel appreciated by your
neighbors. This sense of solidarity is one

of the best feelings in the world.
I have mixed feelings about being
called a “hero.” I definitely see heroic
things happening every day. For most
of us, just going to work is a heroic
act, in my opinion. And I appreciate
when other people in the community
recognize the situation that we’re in and
express their support.
But when politicians call us heroes,
it’s a way of trying to avoid providing the
things that we need. Heroes don’t ask for
more, they suffer in silence. Heroes die
in battle. I feel like they want the public
to think that healthcare worker casualties
were inevitable. When the reality is, as
many other countries have proven, most
of the deaths and illnesses of healthcare
workers could have been prevented.
After all of this is over, do you think
you will still want to be a pediatric
nurse? Why?
Absolutely. No question. This crisis
has revealed to me how important
nurses are, and that we can be a key
force in the fight to make the necessary
changes to our healthcare system for
the future.
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Getting Wild With...

Who am I?

Black and White African Rhinos in
Coronavirus Crisis
SOFIA MANCINI • age 8 and INDYKIDS STAFF

NICOLLE BERROA • age 12

Answer: Joseph Lowery
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support!
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Now more than ever, we need sources of media
for our youth that center the stories of people of
color, immigrants, women, workers and LGBTQIA+
communities. IndyKids is the nation’s only social justiceoriented newspaper written by kids for kids. Now in its
15th year in print, IndyKids is distributed to classrooms
and households in 35 states, helping thousands of youth
think more critically about the news of the world. Plus, it’s
free and ad-free!
Subscription costs cover only the cost of mailing issues
to subscribers. We rely on donations to cover all other
costs of producing IndyKids and running our Kid Reporter
Program, through which more than 200 youth have been
trained as journalists.
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IndyKids and training the journalists of tomorrow? Thank
you for your continued support!
Give online today at
http://indykids.org/main/donate/
To donate via mail, send a check made out to “IndyKids” to
P.O. Box 2281, New York, NY 10163
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up, wildlife foundations have taken a hit and
no longer have enough money to employ antipoaching rangers to stop the illegal hunting.
Wildlife conservationists are doing everything
they can to stop the poachers, but more funding
is needed if they are going to win the fight to
save the rhinos. “There is a perception that
conservation is some form of luxury,” said Tim
Davenport, director of species conservation for
Africa at the Wildlife Conservation Society,
in an interview with Earther. “The corona
crisis shows it is not, and that we need
it now more than ever.”

A black rhino displays its vulnerable horns.

Wordsearch

1. I was born in Huntsville, Alabama, on October
6, 1921, and I died, age 98, on March 27, 2020,
in Atlanta.
2. When I was just 11 years old, a White police
officer hit me in the stomach with his nightstick
and made a racially charged comment to me as
I stepped out of my father’s candy store.
3. I experienced firsthand the brutalities of the
Jim Crow South and spent my life fighting for
racial justice.
4. I was the co-founder of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference with Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. In this position, I promoted economic
empowerment for Black Americans.
5. Before Rosa Parks was arrested in 1955 for
refusing to give up her seat to a White man on
a Montgomery bus, I had already successfully
campaigned to integrate buses in Mobile,
Alabama. After her arrest, I worked with
Dr. King to organize a 381-day boycott of
Montgomery’s segregated buses.
6. As a result of the bus boycott, the Supreme
Court ended racial segregation on buses
in Montgomery and across the rest of the
United States.
7. In 1982, I organized one of the longest civil
rights marches in history, from Carrollton to
Montgomery in Alabama, with more than
3,500 people demanding the extension of the
Voting Rights Act.
8. In 2009, President Obama awarded me the
Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s
highest civilian honor. I was also awarded the
NAACP Lifetime Achievement Award, World
Peace Council Award and many more.

id you know that in 1995 there were
500,000 black rhinos, but now they
are critically endangered, with only
5,500 of them left? There are only about 23,500
black and white rhinos in total left. With a global
pandemic crushing the tourism industry, they are
facing more danger than ever from poaching.
The word “rhinoceros” means “nose horn” in
Greek. While tourists just want to look at them,
poachers want to kill the rhinos and steal their
valuable horns to sell. Rhinos can weigh up to
6,000 pounds and be up to two meters tall. They
are herbivores and eat grass. There
are five different species of rhinos,
and the black and white rhinos
live in Africa.
Rhinos have no predators
in nature, none but human
poachers. Rhino horns are
made out of keratin, the same
material that fingernails and
hair are made out of. Poachers
hunt rhinos so that they can
sell their horns as trophies or for
medicinal reasons, as some people
believe that the horns can cure diseases.
African rhinos are now facing a crisis
caused by the rapid spread of COVID-19.
As the lockdown measures crush wildlife
tourism, areas which would normally be
heavily patrolled have been left wide open
for invading poachers. As the industry dries
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